
 

Hiding in plain sight 

The Washington Post looked the iOS App Store reviews for six chat apps and found more than 1,600 reviews containing reports of unwanted 

sexual content. Here are the 10 most recent reviews fitting that criteria for each app. 

 

APP: MONKEY (511 out of 27,309 reviews contained reports of unwanted sexual behavior) 
 

Subject                                                      Review  

I hate it A boy show me his private part two   Band it 

Kids PEOPLE ON HERE BE RUDE TO YOU AN THEN REPORT YOU LIKE NAHH YALL NEEDA DO SOMETHING ABOUT 

THE MEN THAT GETS ON THE APP SHOWING THEIR PENIS?? 

I am banned for doing nothing I AM ONLY ALLOWED TO CHAT WITH BANNED USERS EVEN THOUGH I HAVE DONE NOTHING BUT RECEIVE 

CHATS OF INAPPROPRIATE PARTS 

I like it I saw like 8 people that go too my high school but if you are under 17 there want you to show boons and 

private parts 

Oh hello :3 Ok my only problem is that the boys on here are weird they all ask for nudes and stuff 

Alright It’s good till someone dicdied to show something inappropriate 

It’s okay It’s alright but I just do not like that there are a lot of people being inappropriate showing me their private 

areas 

Fudging horrible This is app is horrible inappropriate and disgusting to children under 18 this up does not consider that their 

are miner children probably on this app the “adults” in these apps show drugs(vaping) and other very 

inappropriate things I would not recommend to anybody under 18 to get this app 

Don’t like how there’s so many females 

and males who show inappropriate 

things ?????????? 

^^^ 

UNCOMFORTABLE The app is really fun and I enjoy being able to meet new people from around the world however, there are way 

too many people on there (men especially) who think that the app is PornHub... I don’t want to see men 

playing with their private parts or DM’ing me sexual pictures. That makes me so uncomfortable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APP: SKOUT (520 out of 86,075 reviews contained reports of unwanted sexual behavior) 
 
Subject                                                       Review 

Too many prostitute bots. In short don’t waste your time, it’s just an app filled with creepy old men trying to be dirty for girls. 

 

I was on the app before they decided to include live streaming. Which may I add is a waste of time with their 

current setup.  

 

They claim they don’t want sexual or inappropriate behavior but they have streamers who are able to block 

people from coming in solely for their gender which should be a red flag that the streamer is being 

inappropriate.  

 

There should be some kind of moderator or system checking to see why the people are being blocked to keep 

the people streaming honest. What’s the point of an app that claims to be a social app but is really an app for 

people to be dirty on. It’s like if a YouTuber could block all guys from watching them, but you’re supposed to 

believe the stream isn’t sexual? 

 

If you see a streamer is only blocking one gender and is doing it in extreme numbers their account should be 

looked into. If you make it so easy for streamers to block without providing a reason to be looked into then of 

course they will continue to be inappropriate in their stream. 

 

I understand people are rude and you need a way of letting your streamers feel safe but the blocking should 

then stop someone from sending messages in the public chat. If you give streamers the power to completely 

kick someone out from watching then you might as well change the concept of the app to be dirty. If people 

knew blocking didn’t stop people from watching perhaps they wouldn’t be so much sexual stuff happening on 

the app and we could have some actual normal streamers! I’m tired of every streamer being inappropriate. 

Bunch of perverts YOU HAVE TO CHK THAT THEY ARE ARE NOT SCAMMERS AND PERVERT  

 

YOUR APP HAS TO MANY PROBLEMS IT FREEZES EVERY MINUTE AND I CAN’T GET BACK IN AND TO MANY 

CRAZY YOUNG GUYS SHOWING THEY PRIVATE PARTS 

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR APP MUCH BETTER  

AND TRY TO KEEP THE SCAMMERS OUT AS WELL 

TO MANY SCAMMERS AND YOUNG PEOPLE AND NO BODY HERE IS RESPECTFUL THEY ALL ARE LOOKING FOR 

SEX LIKE IF THIS APP IT WAS A SEX APP 



I cannot understand this app The app is old men on there, guys harass you, they treat women on there like we want sex and they say they’ll 

pay you for sex smh. This app needs to be shut down a lot of creepy old guys and some creepy young guys. They 

don’t read your profile they just harass you over and over again. The women ain’t perfect too. They need to fix 

it.. 

Ehh Always glitchy, creepy perverts everywhere . 

Waste of time, not worth it You can find some actual good people here, but also, I felt very overwhelmed and terrified at some point 

because you will get a lot of messages from creepy men from a woman’s perspective but maybe men as well... 

there is a lot of bugs every time I would update my bio it would save it but then delete it later on. A feed back i 

would like you guys to look in is verification on profiles (such as bumble or tinder) to weed out fake profiles. It 

could be better and it’s not terrible but there’s a lot of things that could be fixed in terms of bugs and 

troubleshooting. I’ve been logged out a couple of times and my email got blocked? I would not say this is for 

people younger than 18 or to be safe at all this app is full of perverted (mainly men) people. 

TO MANY SCAMMERS AND TO MANY 

PERVERTS ONLY WANT SEX 

They need to implement something so you can set an age range on who can message you and see your profile. 

Had to deactivate my account because I got tired of getting messages by a bunch of of gross old guys trying to 

pay and solicit me for sex. It’s disgusting. Also don’t see why they took out the news feed on the app either. 

Long story short, will not be getting this app again until changes are made. 

Disgusting In short don’t waste your time, it’s just an app filled with creepy old men trying to be dirty for girls. 

 

I was on the app before they decided to include live streaming. Which may I add is a waste of time with their 

current setup.  

 

They claim they don’t want sexual or inappropriate behavior but they have streamers who are able to block 

people from coming in solely for their gender which should be a red flag that the streamer is being 

inappropriate.  

 

There should be some kind of moderator or system checking to see why the people are being blocked to keep 

the people streaming honest. What’s the point of an app that claims to be a social app but is really an app for 

people to be dirty on. It’s like if a YouTuber could block all guys from watching them, but you’re supposed to 

believe the stream isn’t sexual? 

 

If you see a streamer is only blocking one gender and is doing it in extreme numbers their account should be 

looked into. If you make it so easy for streamers to block without providing a reason to be looked into then of 

course they will continue to be inappropriate in their stream. 

 



I understand people are rude and you need a way of letting your streamers feel safe but the blocking should 

then stop someone from sending messages in the public chat. If you give streamers the power to completely 

kick someone out from watching then you might as well change the concept of the app to be dirty. If people 

knew blocking didn’t stop people from watching perhaps they wouldn’t be so much sexual stuff happening on 

the app and we could have some actual normal streamers! I’m tired of every streamer being inappropriate. 

Terrible service YOU HAVE TO CHK THAT THEY ARE ARE NOT SCAMMERS AND PERVERT  

 

YOUR APP HAS TO MANY PROBLEMS IT FREEZES EVERY MINUTE AND I CAN’T GET BACK IN AND TO MANY 

CRAZY YOUNG GUYS SHOWING THEY PRIVATE PARTS 

YOU CAN MAKE YOUR APP MUCH BETTER  

AND TRY TO KEEP THE SCAMMERS OUT AS WELL 

TO MANY SCAMMERS AND YOUNG PEOPLE AND NO BODY HERE IS RESPECTFUL THEY ALL ARE LOOKING FOR 

SEX LIKE IF THIS APP IT WAS A SEX APP 

YIKES The app is old men on there, guys harass you, they treat women on there like we want sex and they say they’ll 

pay you for sex smh. This app needs to be shut down a lot of creepy old guys and some creepy young guys. They 

don’t read your profile they just harass you over and over again. The women ain’t perfect too. They need to fix 

it.. 

It’s just gross Always glitchy, creepy perverts everywhere . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APP: CHATLIVE (28 out of 149 reviews contained reports of unwanted sexual behavior) 
 
Subject                                                          Review 

Hmm GAY Perfect for people if you in to guys spamming nudes HMP GAY 

EWWW BAN THIS APP PEOPLE ARE 

SENDING NUDS 

now 

You should block innapropiate pictures?? I got sexted like twice so I deleted it :) 

Pervs When a girl plays on the game the boys send nudes and it’s weird I hate it ok,my point is there should be bots 

or something going on the app and see if they send nudes and block them!(if you can’t do that just try to delete 

them because there annoying!!!) 

Do NOT pay for this app Paid for VIP so I could filter and one chat with the opposite sex. Out of my last 100 searches (did the math, this 

is not a made up number) I was matched with 6 females. Out of those 6 females, all 6 were fake bots trying to 

sell nudes. DO NOT PAY FOR THIS APP. 

Dangerous Awful there is sooooo many dudes out there and they try to talk you on to sending stuff not worth it so please 

just be careful!! 

Why I hate both talk to strangers and Chat Men are telling me to strip ant take pics of my body parts naked 

To many pervs When I just want to talk to people for fun they ask my age and then ask for nudes! 

Not satisfied Overall its not that bad but , when people send “inappropriate photos “ the app should tell the person sending 

not to . And that when  

You finish talking you can erase all the past messages. 

This is hell DO NOT DOWNLOAD! I was on here for a year and every chat there would be stupid horny people asking ages, 

and for nudes, they would send pics to. Please be 18+ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APP: HOLLA (108 out of 10,112 reviews contained reports of unwanted sexual behavior) 
 
Subject                                                          Review 

A very fun but risky app This app is super phone and great for meeting new people and having chats but it can get a little nasty or dirty. 

But the app also has features that stop those nasty things from happening and those can really help. 

The worst app I paid to talk female and then band me for no reason so I paid again after that happened again this time i did 

not do nothing wrong no nudity no fight no argue the only thing that says did is talk. The only thing is good is 

free but is only one thing I hate see dicks anytime I skip not only just see dicks I see all different guys to the old 

young hardly see female so any people want to talk not this app the only thing I’m going to say is rip off so don’t 

waste your time on this app go to another app or a website i think I’m done here so don’t get this app so 

please?? 

Not what I expected My gender was changed to male and I am a female.. and since I’ve used it all I get is freaks who show their 

dirty crap..  females showing their boobs .. this app is a joke .. anyway I can delete it? 

Inappropriate stuff shown So I had this app for about a week and when ever I get matched people show there d or ask me to send nudes I 

don’t like it I’ve been reporting them and I still end up with them please fix that... 

The worst app(they advertise well but 

run)!!!! 

Do not try this app!! Men are disrespectful on here!!! They play with themselves on live cam and a lot of men 

click you off because they are just disgusting horn dogs!!! Also they get banned a lot for their obscene behavior! 

It’s all guys Only saw one girl. And I believe she was under age. It’s nothing but a sausage fest. 

This app is gross On this app I saw some unbelievable thing they need to well manage this app I saw soo many thing that I wish I 

should never see 

Shame on you app developer!!!!!!! This app has no restrictions! Shame on you!! My son accidentally downloaded it thinking it’s a game and then a 

random guy spoke to him and jerked off on him on live chat! On a child!! Naked! Disgusting!! You will be 

hearing from me soon. 

Age. I really like the app, but there is so many 13 year olds on that app and there’s girls showing their private parts 

on camera. 

Review on Holla It’s mostly just an app filled with horny older men if I’m being completely honest. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APP: CHATFORSTRANGERS (283 out of 3,177 reviews contained reports of unwanted sexual behavior) 
 
Subject                                                          Review 

It’s ok. The app is ok. Too many girls selling there nudes. So you buy into the elite to talk to females only and the 

females are selling nudes in snap. 

Remove this app right away. it has been mentioned before, and i will mention it once again. This app needs to be removed from the Apple 

Store ASAP. I don’t understand why the developers think it’s a good idea to allow users to send pictures and 

even do a live cam. That’s dangerous! This app is filled with people who are wanting to see others on cam 

while they do inappropriate actions. You can’t really find a decent conversation on here..only thing people are 

concerned with is: your gender, age, location, and what they want you to do with them. It’s disgusting and I’m 

truly hoping one of the developers sees this review and considers removing this app right away, or doing 

something to completely change it. I’m still shocked to know how this app is still up and running after all the 

complaints I’m seeing. It’s also quite the shocker to see how well perceived it is. This shouldn’t have positive 

reviews at all!!! No doubt in my mind would I give this 0 stars if possible. STAY AWAY AND REMOVE THIS APP 

THIS IS BAD ok so I was like just chilling in my room and I hear this app I download it and some guys try to cam me while I 

sometime poo and watch my cats and phone this guy cam’s me naked and takes a pick of me. 

Ew 

This is dangerous I asked a guy to vid chat with me and when he popped up his penis was in the camera 

Suggestions mate Maybe there should be a category for the horny weirdos, and the people who just wanna talk to people 

PERVERTS WHENEVER I GO ON ITS PEOPLE ASKING FOR ME TOO SEE THIER PENISES. PLEASE REMOVE OR MAKE 

BETTER. 

Too Many Horny Guys As I use this app, many people ask for nudes. And I just skip to the next person and it makes me upset that 

people ask for them. 

It shall be illegal There are some underage kids in this chatroom and they’re putting themselves out there. This is very bad 

because the company needs to make users take photos of their state ID so they know that they’re 18! If not? 

Then they shouldn’t even be on this website! If the company doesn’t figure this out? They need to terminate 

this app completely because this situation is 0 tolerance 

Hit or Miss There's a lot of...sexually driven people on this app. 9 times out of 10 someone just wants to show their cheese 

stick. But I keep coming back for the 1 out of 10. You find some really interesting people that are fun to chat 

with, you just have to be willing to wade through the rest... 

Horrible Honestly, I just want to meet someone new and actually have a decent conversation but noooooooo. This app 

is literally filled with a lot of the same people who just wants to meet girls and show off their private parts 

 

 



APP: YUBO (97 out of 4,425 reviews contained reports of unwanted sexual behavior) 
 
Subject                                                          Review 

Bullying People on here are sending nasty pictures all around and I don’t want to be the one seeing those. 

Literally just a bad hookup app This is advertised as a platform for making friends, but all the messages I got were from sad horny teenage 

boys. Like sorry y’all couldn’t get any matches on tinder, but I’m not looking for that kind of stuff smh 

Yubo does connect teens, but lacks in 

safeguarding 

As a social worker and advocate for healthy adolescent development, I have been researching apps that 

appeal to this population.  While Yubo does provide a platform for connection and has developed user guides 

and a robust private policy, this app lacks in safeguarding adolescents from inappropriate content. 

I love the idea of connecting teens locally and globally to learn about different cultures, languages and ideas, 

but found the content to be often inappropriate; appealing to more of a “hookup culture” or dating site. 

Terrible All the guys just want nudes and are somehow worse than tinder. All the girls ghost you and just want you to 

add them on Snapchat. Why on earth would I download this app to add you on another platform?? This is a 

terrible app, not because of its features but because there is zero moderation. Half of the accounts are inactive 

and if you do get matched with someone they’ll never message you, ever. 

eh good app in all but if i knew it was going to be basically kind of a sex app i wouldn’t get it , some people are 

literally so weird , asking you to meet up with them when you have no idea who they are ?? and if you actually 

meet up with them I recommend you some help because that’s so dangerous honestly .   but the cool thing is 

that I like talking to new people so if you want to talk to a lot of people than this is a good app for you , I mean 

you might like someone and get to know them then they start asking you for nudes .. I wish y’all would stop 

asking for money tho .. you have to pay for trying to swipe on people ? that’s ridiculous . 

Horrible The app is racist , and has something against plus size people ..I go on the app and they let the white peoples 

pose naked and say racist things but as soon as a person of color add a picture with a little skin it gets taken 

down , but I see profiles with white skinny girls dressing in panties .you do the math 

A dating app for teenagers It’s jus a dating app for teenagers tbh it’s jus like dating apps but it’s more chill but most guys only want nudes 

and there’s some old creeps so watch out and the notifications get Annoying 

Toxic Honestly this app isn’t really “Make New Friends”. All the kids on here are dirty teens who just want a bf/gf or 

to “exchange pics”. 

It was alright It’s a fun app I met a boyfriend on here and many friends.Kids can be kinda mean and argue about lots of 

controversial topics like politics.A lot of kids on here also for “trades” or “nudes” so yeah. 

Creeps Six 18yd men asked for nudes I’m 13 

 


